
Evaluations from in-service training at the Oglala Lakota College, Kyle, SD 
May 8, 2015 

Questions asked- a) what did you like about the program?  B) What will you tell others about the 
program?  c)  Anything else you would like to share?  4= outstanding   3= great  2= good  1= poor 
 
Evaluation breakdown from paper copies. 
 

a) “I loved hearing Ben’s story and his take on the issues he discussed.  He was very funny, informative 
and engaging. b) That it was really awesome and fun- I will definitely tell my students and friends about  
it.  c) Thank you!  What a cool, inspiring guy.”    (Teacher) content 4  speaker delivery 4  Audience 
participation 4. 

** 
a) “Speaker kept me engaged the whole time.  b) Go hear him speak if you have the chance.  c) Would 
like more presentations!” (teacher) content 4 speaker delivery 4  audience participation 2 
*** 

a) “Very informative!  I will have more knowledge to share. I feel he needed more than an hour to  
present. b) To attend one of his presentations.   I enjoyed Ben’s presentation.  Wanna woksape bluha <= 
I have wisdom about disabilities now.  Wipila eciciye.  Thank you.  ( Educational Professional) –
footnote—“I am also a parent, grandparent, advisor, (future student) I have many titles but here @OLC I 
am an advisor”) speaker delivery 4    Audience participation 4 
**** 

a) ”I liked that Ben Anderson spoke of himself as disabled.  b) I would tell that Ben D. was an excellent 
speaker and also that he is a good role model for us all. c) I would like to see more individuals 
w/disabilities in the forefront speaking  on many things.” (teacher) content 3 Speak/del 3  aud/3 
*** 

a) Demonstration of disease/disability does not mean brain is intellectually disabled! Wonderful story. 
b) The determination to change perceptions is magnificent-own disability!  c) Promotion on how 
resources and opportunities have changed-improved? Or not? Since 1965.” (educational professional) 
content 3 speaker delivery 2  audience participation 3 
***** 

a) “Personal experience w/disability and how to meet challenge. b) Important information. 
 c) Recognizing my discomfort w/having to understand your speech pattern.” (teacher) content 3 
speaker delivery 2  audience participation 3 
****** 

a) “Ben was an outstanding presenter.   b) I commend him  for embracing his life and taking charge of 
his future and his education.”(educational professional and counselor) contend 3 speaker 3 audience  4 
***** 
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a) “self-advocacy.  b) Yes.    (other)  content 4 speaker 3  audience 3 

*********** 
a) ”More awareness.  B) about owning your situation  c) He covered more than I ever imagined.”  
(parent-educational professional)  content 4  speaker 4  audience  3 
*** 

a)”Mr. Anderson’s enthusiasm and determination he sees as himself, as his intelligent self. B) That it was 
good to hear his viewpoint and experiences. C)  I’ve had students who “hid” or “denied” their diagnosis 
of learning disabilities, and could have had more of my help if they had told me. (teacher) content 3  
speaker 4  audience 3 
***** 
a) “very honest and truthful, there are no limits as to what  you can do.  B)  Great presenter regardless 
of his disability.  c) Your disability on the outside means nothing as to what’s on the inside and vice 
versa.” 
(educational professional) content 4 speaker 33   audience 3 
*********** 

a) Empowerment vs. (?) mentality.  B) One is not defined by a disability or a low IQ score on a 
standardized test.”  (teacher)  content 4  speaker 3  audience 3 
***** 

a) “This story is a story of survival and adapting to situations even if a person is disabled. b) He is very 
knowledgeable and an inspiration. What can be roadblocks can be overcome and a person can be 
“whatever” they want to be.”  (parent-adjunct instructor)  content 3 speaker 3  audience 2 
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